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MORE  MODIFIED  PERFINS                  by A.E. Smith 
 
Reading again the article on modified perfins by Michael  
Rucklidge in the Perfin Society Bulletin No. 212 (Aug 1984),  
I was sure much more information on the subject is available  
for the interest of fellow members. 
Sorting through my sheets of missing letter specimens, I  
find that a number of Health Authority dies have the first  
'A' missing, as in the case of SA/HA in that article.  The  
following pattern dies are found to also have the 'A' missing:- 
 

 
 
This would suggest that either the 'A' had been removed as  
a matter of policy to delete reference to "Area" or that the  
first 'A' has in some way suffered metal fatigue.  (It's  
happened in aircraft!)  Perhaps a member with a friend in one  
of the Health Authorities could find the answer for us. 
Another die that has a complete letter missing is MS/T.  No  
sign of the ampersand on the stamp can be seen so it is  
another case of either deliberate removal, or failure.  I  
offer no other suggestion at this stage. 
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In the case of a single missing hole, numerous examples can  
be found which at first sight suggests a new die.  Measurements  
usually indicate that a single pin must have broken off  
the die stamp.   Examples follow:- 
 

 
 
A NEW PROJECT 
The existence of these Health Authority Dies in different  
states seems to be quite widespread.  A number of sets can  
be made up consisting of the four letter perfin, the perfin  
with the A removed and the new three letter perfin with the  
top letter centrally placed.  This forms the basis of a  
good project as these perfins occur on easily obtainable  
modern stamps so are not expensive. 
 
Anyone who is interested in collecting and/or recording these  
items is invited to write to the editor who will try to form  
a study group.   Any other member who has copies is invited  
to loan them for photographing.  Identified covers would be  
of great interest as similar lettering has been used by  
different Authorities.  Does anyone know the date when  
"Area Health Authorities dropped the "Area" from their names? 
 
The editor is intending to make up some exhibition pages of  
these items to show the interest of collecting modern perfins  
and would be pleased to purchase or swap for members duplicates 




